
Doblo Wine Bar 
A Touch of Class in Pukesville 
 
It’s easy to pass Doblo Wine Bar by in favor of more ubiquitous District VII night spots. 
There are no beer lights, no sleepy bouncers guarding its entry. I wasn’t even sure it was 
open to the public until I read some of the comments citing is pros and cons as compared 
to the recently reviewed DropShop. It turns out that Doblo is simply unpresuming, dark, 
and elegant: a place for adults in a neighborhood of kiddie bars. Indeed, on my first visit, 
I sat near the table of a Norwegian knitting club, working their needles and quietly 
getting toasted. 
 
To start an evening of wine tasting, I tried a Sauvignon Blanc from the nearby town of 
Mór, a wine so flat-footed that it must have tripped and fell before it got to me, because 
its nose was practically concave. It was the only loser of the night, as I quickly switched 
to red. Doblo favors small to mid-sized Villány and Szekszárd vineyards, all but ignoring 
the famous Bock and Gere super-brands. This made for some interesting discoveries: I 
was pleased to sample the wine of Szeleshát, which produces a robust and potable Pinot 
Noir. As the night progressed I tasted a few Cabernet Francs, a Syrah from the tiny 
Molnár winery, and finished with a  minotaur-size bodied Bikavér called Nectar 
Sexardique by the Merfelsz Pince. 
 
That is where the wine tasting ended, though the night itself continued. After paying the 
bill, owner Popovits Dávid treated me to a cocktail he had invented the day before, which 
he dubbed ‘the beak’. You make a beak by starting with a white wine glass of lychee 
juice, then adding pink sparkling wine, and finishing it off by dropping in a shot of 
törköly (pomace) pálinka, shot-glass and all — a kind of dandified boilermaker. It may 
sound cloying and overly sweet, but it is actually a very bright, effervescent, and 
flavorful concoction, especially given how famously difficult pálinka is to use with  
mixers. 
 
If you are looking to sample wines from all the different regions of Hungary, you might 
do better than Doblo. The place clearly has strong ties to Szekszárd, and there are a 
disproportionate amount of wines from there and the Villány region on offer. This took 
some trial and error to discover, because, to its determent, there is no formal wine list 
available. Instead, the whites work on a rotating basis, and are listed on a daily menu, 
while the reds are lined up along the bar. It is the least appealing aspect of the bar, but if 
you can get past this complication, Doblo turns out to be a fantastic spot to sample wine 
from one of Hungary’s top regions, and beyond. The question shouldn’t be Doblo or 
Dropshop, rather: Wouldn’t it be nice if there were wine bars of similar quality in every 
district, each as idiosyncratic as the wine-producing regions of Hungary? 
 
 
 


